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What is Project Realty?
Project Realty is an art installation service available for those looking to enhance their

real estate with local art. We offer exclusive access to a private gallery composed of

hand-picked art from local creators and follow a detailed checklist to curate an exhibition

unique to each property. Our services will give your listings a personal touch while

directly supporting local art  and community. Our services are reasonably priced and our

process is professional and efficient.
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Initial Checklist
Our process begins with an email or a phone call. The email will include a list of questions

about the property, potential buyers, installation specifications, and art preferences. We

ask that you fill out the checklist, include your availability, and preferred method of contact

so that we can schedule an on-site consultation. To keep the scheduling process moving

smoothly, we ask that the checklist is completed within 3 business days.
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Consultation Checklist
The consultation checklist will take place on-site. We will walk through the property with

you to get a better understanding of the space and how we can best enhance the most

desirable features. Additional questions about installation and art preferences will be

covered and both checklists will be combined into one art staging report. The consultation

will conclude with a review of the art staging report and a discussion to determine how

best to proceed.
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Services
$150 Consultation and Art Staging Report
During this two hour consultation, we will be using a detailed checklist to curate your

private gallery and take notes on installation specifications. Starting with a phone call or

email, we will go through an initial checklist to help us curate a unique gallery of local art

specific to your property and buyer demographic. We will then arrange a time to walk

through the house together, taking measurements, marking placements, asking additional

questions about the home, and reviewing pieces in your private gallery. We will end the

consultation by reviewing the Art Staging Report together and making alterations to it if

necessary. We will then determine how you would like us to move forward with the process

and make arrangements.

(We will work with you up to 2 hours for the consultation with any additional hours reverting to a $75 hourly rate.)  
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Services Continued
$250 Private Exhibit Installation
Using the Art Staging Report as reference, we will install selected pieces in the home, label

them accordingly, and photograph our progress as we go within a set three hour

time frame. 

(Any additional hours revert to a $75 hourly rate.)

$500 Private Gallery Installation
Using the Art Staging Report as reference, we will install selected pieces in the home, label

them accordingly, and photograph our progress as we go within a set six hour time frame. 

(Any additional hours revert to a $75 hourly rate.)

Have Something Else in Mind?
If there is a unique installation job or event you’d like us to do, send us an email or give us a

call! We will be happy to work with you on your project. We have extensive experience in

putting together events, shows, and more!
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Our Team

Taylor Petersen
Lead Consultant

taylorp.syndicate@gmail.com

Lydia Welle
Head of Installation

lydia.syndicate@gmail.com

Miss Rachel Burkman
Head of Relations

missrachel.syndicate@gmail.com

Edwin Degges
Financial Director

edwin.syndicate@gmail.com
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*SAMPLE CHECKLIST*
About the Property

Who is your desired audience? Larger family? New couple? Single?

What is the theme of the home? Sophisticated, Cozy Midwestern, etc.

Are there any areas of the property you would like highlighted?

Do you have a specific vision for any rooms? Playful children’s room, home office, etc.

What are the dimensions of the home? Are there any available floor plans including dimensions?

About the Installation

When we are installing, would the house already be furnished?

What hanging mediums are allowed? Nails, screws, etc.

Would you like us to fill nail holes after take-down?

Would you like us to provide artist labels for each piece?

Are we able to set up an informational Art Syndicate poster on a simple easel on-site?

About the Art

What style are you looking for? Abstract, modern, etc.

Which mediums of art are you looking for? Painting, digital media, photography, etc.

Is there a certain size of piece you are looking for? Any triptych or diptychs?

Would you like us to follow a specific theme, color palette, or subject matter for certain areas?

Are pieces that are graphic or feature nudity allowed?

Notes:
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I ________________,

Have come to an agreement with The Art Syndicate LLC, to stage artwork in my/my

companies property. In this agreement, we have laid out a date and time for when

artwork will be installed and when it will be taken down. Prior to this agreement, you

have met with our team to conduct an on-site consultation, reviewed the art to be

installed, and signed the art staging report. You have agreed to pay charges due on the

date this document is signed. You understand that any additional hours will revert to a

$75 Hourly rate and agree to pay any additional charges by the date of the project

take-down. By signing this document, you understand and agree to the terms and 

conditions.

Client

Name __________________________________

Signature ______________________________

Date ___________________________________

The Art Syndicate Agent

Name __________________________________

Signature ______________________________

Date ___________________________________

Address of Project: ________________________________________________

Date/time of Project Install: _______________________________________AM/PM

Date/time of Project Take-down: ___________________________________AM/PM

Selected Service:

Private Exhibit Private Gallery Specialized Services

I have read and agreed to the terms and conditions.

**Prior to signing, contracts are flexible based on individual project needs**

*SAMPLE CONTRACT*




